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The company aims to be the world’s most trusted connector of people, devices,

Meeting all staff needs

and machines, by building strong digital foundations, creating exceptional
customer experiences, and taking bold actions towards a sustainable future.
“We have a belief and methodology around five-star service delivery on the
things that matter to our employees,” says Chief HR Officer, Darren Walker.
“We want to simplify their work so they can focus on taking care of our patients
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Satisfaction on the rise

“We wanted to provide market-disrupting new services to customers in
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response to their changing needs, but despite shifting our business model
“We have achieved a lot of great results,” says Darren. 16 agents now take
our legacy technology was too slow and rigid to achieve our ambitions,”
care of 50,000 employees over 24 states and achieve 90% case deflection.
says Faisal Parvez, Product and Digital Technology Director at BT.
Employee satisfaction is also improving due to the case resolution rate;
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service provider, offering solutions to deliver a superior customer experience,
The Now Platform also helped Sanford Health when the COVID pandemic
commercial flexibility, and security.
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The HR and IT teams have also implemented capabilities such as the
act as the primary cloud engine, while BT and ServiceNow work together
native mobile app and virtual agent to enhance service delivery for their
to co-innovate and deliver more valuable propositions to the customer,
employees and support a deskless workforce for nurses. “Our aim is to simplify
faster than ever. A key element is the market’s first native telco customer
our employees’ work so they can focus on taking care of our patients and
integration app, called ‘eBonding for Telecommunications’. The customer-facing
residents,” concludes Darren.
app delivers breakthrough services and will potentially eliminate up to
10,000 manual tasks.

Disrupting the market
BT’s bold greenfield approach and co-innovation initiative have been a
huge success. “ServiceNow supercharged our transformation and reaffirmed
that good partnerships are the key to disrupting the industry for the better,”
adds Faisal. “Digital transformations should never be about simply cutting
costs or driving efficiency, you need to reignite your team’s passion and always
keep the customer experience at the heart of your vision.”
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